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INTRODUCTION

Recently it has become clear that the phenomena in the ionospberic D-reglon
are determined to a great extent by dynamical processes in the strato-vesosphere
and lower ther_msphere. It is these processes that sit-nificantlyinfluence the
distribution of the minor neutral constituents and the whole ionic ceraposition
of the r_iddle atmosphere, re_:ulating the ioni=ation-neutralization cycle of the
D-re,flea. In this respect _:uch attention is paid to the study of the winter
ano_.aly (I_A) phenomenon on taediura -',,_d short radiowaves, in which the
meteorological character of the lower ionosphere is most prominent. Significant
experimental data about the variations of the electron concentration, l_j ion
coratx_sition, temperature and dyn.._aic regir, e during NA permit a better under-
standing of the character of the physical processes in the middle atmosphere.
NA is recorded as an abrupt increase of absorption L of the _iddle and short
radiowaver, on different winter days caused by a significant growth of N
predominantly in the 75-90 km region with a steep t:radientin the 80-85 "km
interval. PA is usually observed at middle latitudes of both the Northern and
Southern II_nispheres, and is best recorded in the frequency range f. - f cost =

• , _ . •

1-2 _Iz, where fi is the equivalent frequency of the incident radtowave with a
frequency f at angle i. This is confirmed by Fir,urn I where we have presented

-. the results of the absorption _easure_ents in the Sofia ionospheric observatory. _.
along the paths

Pristina-Sofia (1412 kHz/170 kn; fi = 1.1 _z)

Greece-Sofia (4050 kltz/320 k_l '_fi = 2 _lz)All measurements refer to a solar zenith angle 78.5° (cos_ = 0.2).
.°

The seasonal variation shown in Figure I allows a quantitative estimation

of NA magnitude by calculating the excess of the winter absorption value, LwD
over the stringer one, L In this way the LJl., ratio, obtained in
exrertr_ental and theoretxcal ways, will sere -_s a criterion for comparing
the different physical models of the middle at=osphere.

• " " ' " 'The purp6se of the present report is to evaluate the influence of the
neutral wind on the seasonal variation of the electron concentration N for :he

altitude interval 90 <_z <_120 k_, where the ratio '.in/.i, of the ion-
neutral collision frequency_ "in and the ion gyrofrequency, i decreases , ,
frota 40 to 1. ClRA-72 is used as a model of the zonal wind. -"

/

.
THEORETICAL HODEL / "-

The distribution of the electron concentration N in ionospheric regions D- -'"
and E- is described by the balance equation:

•"N 9 =

_t-= q - ,N" - div(N We) (I)

where q is the electron production rate_ , the recombination coefficit_t, and
the mean electron velocity. Due to the neutrality of electrical charge the@ . •

following equatxon holds:

div(E _e) = div(F vi) (2)
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Figure la. Figure lb.

i,e. ion velocity should be investigated instead of electron velocity. Then, if

"-" we assume the three-component model of the ionosphere (neutrals_ heavy positive .
ions and electrons) it becomes necessary to determine the ion drift velocity as

a function of the neutral wind, geomagnetic field and r. = V.n/_"i. If
seasonal variations of the neutral wind for different a_titu_es are known and if
the preliminary model for q and ,_ is determined and conditioned by lone- _
spheric chemistry in different _.onths, then it is easy to find the seasonal
distribution of the electron concentration°

_"_, ...

If we neglect the pressure gradient and electric field forces_ the macro-
scopic motion of heavy positive ions in a collisional ionosphere with
geomagnetic field is described by

d_ildt = Vin(_ - _i ) + (e/mi)[_ i x I_] (3)

where e and _i are the charge end raassof the ions. v. the ion drift vole-• 1 . .
city, _ the neutral gas velocity, and B the local geomagnetxc field. Under
quasi-steady conditions the ion velocity is determined from (3) as follows:

°..

';i " cl , ri2)-l.. (.ri? '; ". tin x ';l * (; • ;h') 0_)
where _ = S ." and _ • ," = 1. From (4) it follows that v: is strongly
xnfluenced not only by the different neutral winds at different altitudes, but
also by the strong altitude dependence of r. Nhen r. >> I there is a full

drng of ions by the neutrals, and _. _. v. This holds between 60 and 90 kin. "\...
In the height range from 90-100 to f40 km. ri is of the order of l, and this
region is kno_at as tht_ transition re._;lou (,\XFORD, 1963). There l'

= 2 --l '
\;i (I * ri ) (ri2 _ + ri[v x _'1). (5)

Finally, _.hen r i << 1. then vl " (_; " _')_'"

The quantity of the ion flow is measured by the convergence of the ion

velocity. If _i is given by (5), then

div vi = (1 . ri2) -1 (ri2div q + ri(_'.rot v)) +
2

+ (1 + ri2)-2 (2ri_ + (l - r i )iv x :_'}) Vr. (b)
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Experiments indicate that the horizontal neutral wind components usually are an
order of r_gnitude or so greater than the vertical component, while the vertical

scales appear to be the sa_e for the three components. Hence we can take

q - (Vx, vv, 0). Ne use the standard coordinate _ystcm it_which the x-axis
points to _eomagnetlc east, the y-azis to geomagnetic north, and the z-axis
vertically upward. A horizontally stratified ionosphere is assumed. For
altitudes 90-I00 "km, from (5) and (6) follows

Viz " [ri/(l + rl2)] ,yVx (7)

_i;_/,z = [ri/(l + ri2)],v :.Vx/:.z + [(l -ri2)/(l + ri2)2l.,v vx.rJ.z

As we are interested in the seasonal course of N for the respe:tive altitudes,
we have to solve the quasi-stationary equation (1):

2
._ _ Á-r.

---_ v ri/z + r _ - q - 0 (S)
._N"+ ['_\.I(I+ ri')] ri VxlZ'"+ l+r.i x iPVx

l

where the altitude profile of _ is taken in the form N(z) * NoeXp(pz)
(VELINOV et al., 1974).

In the height range I15-120 km, the full ion velocity or the equation (5)
is used. Then the redistribution of electron concentration is influenced not

only by the zonal but also by the meridional wind. Then:

Viz " [yy/(l + ri2)](riVx + _yVy) (9)

"_._x_lA= ._b: ._ _Vx %'v dr
• I i

{ri-:_.-_ + ' -_ . '--7-_ dr- [(l-ri*)Vx - 3ritz v 1_
r-_ _z i+rt. l+ri _ _ . y '

From (9) it follows that the influence of the meridlonal wind increases with
increasing altitude.

NUF_RICAL RESULTS

Ne are interested in the influence of the neutral wind on the seasonal

course of absorption of short radiowaves, where the NA is clearly felt. Our
attention is drawn by the courses_ shown on Figure 1. As some of the radlowaves ..
are reflected below 100 k_, other between 100 D_ and llO km, it becomes

: necessary to consider the alti.tude remge from 90 km to 110 k_a, and to determine . .
mainly the influence of the zonal winds on the seasonal course of N. Assuming
that I. ' N, we can compare theoretical and e:,erimental results. From CIRA-72
we obtain a monthly value of the zonal wind and wind shear for altitudes 90, 95,
lO0 and 110 kza, for € - 40°N. We xnelude them in equation (8) and solve it.
For altitudes 100 km and 110 _t we used data for the meridiotx_l wind from }_NSON

et al. (1981), for January, February and Harch only. Their influence on N is
slight. As the absorption is an integral characteristic, in order to be able to , -

cot,pare the seasonal course of L1412 with the course of _ it is necessary to '\add the seasonal courses of t_, influenced by the zoral wind for the altitudes
90, 95 and lO0 km (Figure 2). The influence of the zon. l ,$ind on NA is obvious,
conditioned by the model of t and q. If the latter increases the winter values
of N over the st_,.mer values by 16Z, then if we add th¢. wind this increase is
augmented up to 25Z. The experimental results show an increase by 301.
Theoretically obtained seasonal course of N in Figure 2 clearly shows the
experimentally obtained secondary ruaximtmain Hay and mlnimtwt in July, as well as

the sharp increases of N from October to November, known as "October-effect". i "
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Figure 2. Figure 3.

The same is done for the secot_d radio path, L4n_n , and tLe influence of N °
by the altitude 110 Pan is added. Figure 3 shows the Vff_asonal course of the
average N. The increases of the winter values are about 3EZ, but considerably
lower than experimentally observed. This may be due to the above mentioned
model of q and a. The neglect of the influence of the electric field makes
itself felt stronger at these altitudcs. Figure 3 shows well the simmer
maximum, which is clearly seen on Figure lb.

' The theoretical results compared with experimental results are encouraging
and clearly 3how the influence of the neutrat atmosphere dynamics on the
seasonal variation of the electron concentration, N. _
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